Effects of habitat fragmentation and changes of dispersal behaviour after a recent population decline on the genetic variability of noncoding and coding DNA of a monogamous Malagasy rodent.
While interactions among demography, behaviour and genetic structure are well-documented for neutral genetic markers, the role of these parameters and the effects of genetic drift and selection are considerably less well understood in functional genes, such as the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). In this study, the consequences of habitat fragmentation and the effects of a current population decline on noncoding (mitochondrial DNA) and two coding MHC loci (DQA, DRB) with different functional importance were investigated in the small remnant subdivided population of the endangered Malagasy giant jumping rat (Hypogeomys antimena). Both neutral and selective markers revealed a significant genetic differentiation between the two remnant subpopulations. The FST values were much lower in the MHC DQA and DRB genes than in the mitochondrial data. The MHC DRB loci display the effects of both balancing selection (high sequence diversity, four times higher nonsynonymous than synonymous substitutions in the functionally important antigen-binding site positions, twice the average heterozygosity of individual amino acids at the positions identified as part of the antigen-binding site (ABS) than those outside the ABS and nonselective forces including genetic drift. Simultaneously with a current population decline offspring reduced their dispersal distances. No substantial effects were detected within the first 6 years of reduced gene flow in either mitochondrial or MHC markers.